HOW TO READ PRE-TEST STUDENT REPORTCARD – DEAL PROGRAMME – 2019-20

1. STUDENT DETAILS: (As on 04/07/2019)
   • STD/SEC – (refers to Standard and Section of the Student, Eg. 1A)
   • Roll – (refers to the Roll No. of the Student given as on 04/07/2019)
   • UNIQUE CD – refers to the Unique Code given to each student FOR THE PURPOSE OF DEAL PROGRAMME ONLY (Eg. D34020100601111101)
   • SEX – Gender of the child (Boy/ Girl)
   • CAT – Category of the student (GEN/OBC/SC/ST)

2. STUDENT OVERALL PERFORMANCE:
   The overall performance of the student is graded (in %) for ENGLISH and TAMIL Subjects at District and State Level.

3. ENGLISH – COMPETENCYWISE PERFORMANCE:
   Based on the Grade obtained by the students for each Competency in ENGLISH, the student is ranked as Achievers (ACH) and Non Achievers (NACH).
   
   Note: GR. A, GR. B, GR. C – Achievers (ACH); GR. D & GR. E – Non Achievers (NACH)
   NA – Not Applicable

4. TAMIL – COMPETENCYWISE PERFORMANCE:
   Based on the Grade obtained by the students for each Competency in TAMIL, the student is ranked as Achievers (ACH) and Non Achievers (NACH).
   
   Note: GR. A, GR. B, GR. C – Achievers (ACH); GR. D & GR. E – Non Achievers (NACH);
   NA – Not Applicable.